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Market Update — November 18th, 2022 

Spot resin trading improved, a relatively high volume of resin was 
sold through our platform this past week, and more railcars changed 
hands than truckloads. We saw typical demand from regular  
customers and some processors that had been on the sidelines and 
came in to secure material ahead of the Thanksgiving holiday week. 
Producers have continued their efforts to tighten supplies by running 
reactors at reduced operating rates while purging surplus inventory 
into the export market, we are feeling the effect. While most prime 
Polyethylene and Polypropylene grades were lightly available to order 
in fresh railcars, the flow of offgrade railcars in to the spot market has 
slowed and sellers held their passive selling stance. Most resellers 
seem to be keeping their uncommitted resin stocks to a minimum, as 
such, we are finding sparse packaged truckload availability from  
trading partners; however, to provide prompt resin availability for our 
customers, our market-making division maintains all commodity 
grade PE and PP resins packed and ready to ship. November PE con-
tracts will mostly likely roll flat from October. After falling $.15/lb in 
Oct, PP contracts will see little change this month; there is the  
potential for a small uptick in Nov PGP monomer costs, and if so, 
might be offset by further PP margin contraction.  
 
Over the past several weeks, we have been reporting about market 
consolidation where offgrade resins at the bottom end of the pricing 
spectrum, which really took a hefty beating, was somewhere between 
holding firm and achieving a slight rebound, while the top end of the 
spot prime market was coming off as price discovery was moving 
downstream to smaller processors and more companies were  
receiving discounts from their official contract pricing. There is still a 
very wide range of prices transacting within the prime segment of the 
industry, including both high priced branded contracts and down and 
dirty export prices, and neither are necessarily indicative of the true 
market price. We feel that we could / should have eased our bench-
mark prices a bit more aggressively during the down-leg of the cycle, 
and now that the numerous one-off discounts have become more rec-
ognized and accepted throughout the industry, we are making a quick 
$.06-.09/lb downward revision this week to bring our asking prices 
more in line to our average transaction levels.  
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered 
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a 
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Resin for Sale 16,006,942 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Homo - Inj 2,832,208              0.540$     0.670$     0.570$      0.640$     

PP Copo - Inj 2,754,760              0.580$     0.730$     0.630$      0.690$     

LLDPE - Film 2,018,232              0.545$     0.660$     0.590$      0.640$     

HDPE - Blow 1,933,816              0.570$     0.680$     0.600$      0.650$     

LDPE - Film 1,686,416              0.650$     0.750$     0.670$      0.720$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,631,404              0.630$     0.770$     0.670$      0.720$     

HDPE - Inj 1,578,232              0.550$     0.670$     0.600$      0.650$     

HMWPE - Film 1,042,760              0.570$     0.670$     0.570$      0.640$     

LDPE - Inj 529,104                 0.690$     0.760$     0.710$      0.760$     

   TPE MarketSpot RangeResin for Sale 15,114,552 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Homo - Inj 2,564,668              0.480$     0.620$     0.510$      0.580$     

HDPE - Blow 2,546,060              0.520$     0.630$     0.540$      0.590$     

HDPE - Inj 2,041,864              0.540$     0.640$     0.530$      0.580$     

LLDPE - Film 1,888,208              0.520$     0.620$     0.520$      0.570$     

PP Copo - Inj 1,612,576              0.520$     0.690$     0.560$      0.630$     

LDPE - Film 1,358,208              0.570$     0.670$     0.580$      0.630$     

HMWPE - Film 1,315,024              0.510$     0.590$     0.490$      0.540$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,214,748              0.570$     0.680$     0.590$      0.640$     

LDPE - Inj 573,196                 0.650$     0.760$     0.630$      0.680$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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Shell announced this week that it commenced operations of its  
Pennsylvania 1.6 million mt/yr PE manufacturing complex and is  
expected to ramp up to full production by the second half of 2023.  
ExxonMobil is also scheduled to bring its new 1 billion lb/yr PP unit 
online in Louisiana before the end of the year. Houston warehouses 
have largely stayed full amid high storage costs that will continue to 
rise into next year and producers search for ways to mitigate the add-
ed expense. In order to pressure customers against keeping railcars 
out too long, producers have toughened their stance on demurrage 
including the swift escalation of fees when weeks of holding turn into 
months. The threat of a major rail strike is also looming and can begin 
in early December, as a precaution, some producers could halt the 
shipment of sensitive materials ahead of time. An actual strike would 
wreak havoc on the petrochemical / plastics industry and the US econ-
omy as a whole, but would also be a boon for truckers and likely  
empty out those warehouses currently full of resin. 
 
Polyethylene remained the more dominant resin to change hands 
across out platform as both volume and activity picked up c 
onsiderably from a week earlier. Producers continued to reject low-
ball bids and deeper discounts, as buyers have been more willing to 
pay up a bit in light of tighter market conditions. HDPE and LLDPE 
grades were our major movers, while LDPE trading lagged behind. 
The limited activity in LDPE comes amid a notable lack of material 
this month, for both Film and injection grades. Despite virtually flat 
PE spot levels due to weak demand offset by tighter market condi-
tions, overall availability is relatively good, but it takes asking for  
material to receive competitive offers rather than receiving a flood of 
daily offers as we saw during the 3rd quarter. Producers are expected 
to maintain lower operating rates through December as the accept new 
PE production into the North American market. In the meantime, 
price initiatives of $.07/lb are on the table for November contracts, 
and as we have said last week, Nov or Dec implementations are a  
rarity. 
  
In the Polypropylene market, the slight upward momentum began to 
fade as buyers faced and resisted an uptick in asking prices. Few buy-
ers eagerly paid up, but then again, few sellers came down to meet the 
lower bid prices either, resulting in stalemates that challenged some 
order completion.  
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The monomer markets remained particularly active with heavy trader 
participation as prices moved in opposite directions and recorded sol-
id volume. Ethylene began the week on a positive note with small 
gains as bids outweighed presented offers. On Tuesday, the market 
crept higher again and a deal for spot Nov Ethylene was put together 
in Louisiana at $.2075/lb. The market took a break Wednesday and 
aggressive sellers eliminated roughly half the week’s gains. On Thurs-
day, the rally resumed and a few deals were completed, Nov switched 
ownership at $.205/lb in LA while over in TX, spot Ethylene ex-
changed hands at a previously agreed upon price of $.22/lb. One final 
transaction for spot Nov was completed in TX on Friday at $.2225/lb, 
again using backdated pricing, before the market rested. Spot Nov 
Ethylene chalked up a half-cent gain to settle at $.22/lb. Deferred con-
tract months moved in near tandem and the curve remains mostly flat, 
peak Jan’23 Ethylene sits a touch below $.225/lb. 
  
Polymer Grade Propylene activity was strong and completed volumes 
were relatively high. Interest in the monomer was immediate and after 
a few back and forths, a deal for 2Q ‘23 PGP was struck Monday af-
ternoon at $.3625/lb. Traders again focused on 2Q ’23 PGP deliveries 
on Tuesday and three separate deals were executed, each at $.37/lb; a 
transaction for Dec PGP was also done that afternoon at $.34/lb. A 
couple of deals were finalized on Wednesday, Jan – April deliveries 
were agreed at $.35/lb, and a deal for 1Q ‘24 PGP was inked at 
$.3475/lb. On Friday, participants shook hands on an arrangement to 
make 3Q ‘23 PGP deliveries at $.36/lb while prompt delivery 
swapped ownership twice at $.325/lb. Spot Nov PGP closed out the 
week plucking off nearly a full penny, settling just above $.32/lb. De-
ferred months diced off a bit more as all contracts dipped below $.40/
lb, and the forward curve narrowed by roughly a penny though re-
mains in contango. After waiting several weeks, negotiations finally 
concluded and Oct PGP contract settlements were announced down 
$.12/lb, officially settling at $.32/lb. Based on this month’s spot mar-
ket action to date, we anticipate fairly flat pricing for upcoming Nov 
contracts. 
  
The Energy complex was mixed as Crude Oil futures notched a sec-
ond weekly decline on global demand concerns out of China and a 
stronger US dollar.  
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Nat Gas rose on the back of a winter weather blast across much of the 
US, especially in the Northeast, and news that Freeport LNG has de-
layed restart of its Texas facility until December with full production 
not expected until March 2023. Dec WTI set its weekly high on Mon-
day at $89.84/bbl and dropped a sizable $12.61/bbl through Friday to 
eventually hit a floor at $77.23/bbl. The market recovered some by the 
closing bell and the Dec futures contract settled at $80.08/bbl for a net 
weekly decline of almost $9/bbl (-10%). As usual, Jan Brent futures 
took the same course as WTI and hung its high on Monday at $96.93/
bbl before falling $11.14/bbl to a low of $85.79/bbl on Friday, before 
closing the week at $87.62/bbl, down $8.37/bbl. Dec Nat Gas futures 
made its low midweek at $5.73/mmBtu, but dramatically reversed 
course the following day and surged $.82/mmBtu to reach $6.55/
mmBtu. By Friday, Nat Gas had eased a bit before ending at $6.30/
mmBtu, a weekly net gain of roughly $.42/mmBtu. NGLs were also 
mixed with Ethane up less than a half-cent at $.401/gal ($.169/lb) 
while Propane lost $.013/gal to $.865/gal ($.244/lb). 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!  
 

Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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